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Mostly all of the business owners and the organizations have their website and even multiple sub
domains. In order to validate such sub domains created for a particular organization the wildcard
certificate functions which are similar to the SSL certification.

SSL stands for the secure socket layer which is necessary for preventing the identification theft. The
SSL encryption on the data takes place while a transmission processed over the network such as
transmission from a server to another server or from a browser to server. SSL is means for
identifying a website and verifying who they are. The functionality of the SSL certification is just like
the personal ID or like the drivers license. In general, while performing a transaction on a
ecommerce website with the details of your credit card or online banking you can find a unique key
symbol on the webpage stating that the website utilizing the SSL certification and the data is
encrypted and there are no possibilities of the data being accessible by another person which
ensures the user that the particular website is trustable and restricted from any kind of security
breaches.

Web Security Certification was designed specially with compatibility for even the older browsers and
the operating systems using forty bit SSL encryption. Also, according to the requirement of some
business organizations such certificates were designed to work with operating systems using 2048
bits. This is practical because of the reason most of the organizations owns several websites and
sub domains according to their business needs. These certificates costs reasonable if you wish to
use a single certificate to all the websites and sub domains which also decreases the difficulties on
purchasing certificates for each sub domains  and on reissuing each if expires.

When it comes to the wildcard certificate there will be only one certificate for reissuing. Purchasing
certificates separately for each sub domains costs high. In common the SSL certificates might costs
within ten dollars to fifteen dollars for each. But the wildcard certificates have the options for
unlimited sub domains with a onetime fee.

Compromising the security of the website will be the disadvantage of the Web Security Certification.
If the server is compromised then all the sub domains connected with the server would also be
compromised which results in a huge difficulty and security breaches for the user data. Also all the
sub domains will be in risk if the certificate expires and not reissued within a certain period.

In general, these wildcard SSL certificates that are affordable and resulting high security for the
websites were much popular among the business owners throughout the world.
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Tapnet.biz provides a Wildcard Certificate for all the online business websites. To know more
information about Web Security you can visit a http://www.tapnet.biz
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